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FOREWORD

Since 4972 the Army Research Institute has been activein research

on the policy,'operational'problems,.and programs of the Army's° Rece

Relations/Equal Opportunity (RR/E0). program. One.objective of the Army

RR/EO'Rebearch PrOgram in. FY '1973 was the:deyelopment oCalternative

-modes of RR/EO training to Supplement the existing program. ARI Techni-'

cal Paper 310 describes the earliei research on-the culture assimilator

approech,to race-relations training. This-technical'paper evaluates the

effectiveness' of the culture..: assimilator a race-relatiOns training tech-

nigue. The early research was conducted, under'Army Project 20.62108A743

es Race Harmony'Promotion Programs" in the FY 1974 Work Program, as an in-

house'effort augmented by.contratt DAHC 19 -74 -C -0013 with Uniyersity City..

Science Center: Additional evaluationreseardA was done under Army Proj7.

ect-2Q763744A769e."Army Contelporary Issues Development,".inthe.7-1977

Work Program by ARI personnel at the Presidio of .biontez.Field Unit.

0

SEPH
chnical Diiector ('Designate)

I-

7 ,



CULTURAL ASSIMILATOR FOR TRAINING ARMY PERSONNEL IN RA

BRIEF. 4`.

IAL UNDERSTANDING

Requirement:

To develop a cUltural assimilator designed to teach white junior of-7.

ficers about black culture in the Armyand.to evaluat the effectiveness

Of this cultural assimilator as a tool for increasing understanding.be-

tween whites and blacks in. the Army.

Procedure:

Assimilatbr scenarios, were developed based primarily on interviews

with black. and white soldiers about commonly occurring incidens.of-mia-

understanaingbetween blacks and whites. _Panels,of experts develOpk.

questions about the misunderstandings and "Correct" answers reflecting

knowledge of black Army culture. .7

The effectiveness of.thieassimilator,as an ArMy technique for

ing junior officers in race relations was/evaluated in three separatq

field.tests. In the first evaluation, the perforMance:bf. blacks and

whites on the assimilator was compared, evidence for learning. over time

was examined, and assimilator training wag.related to a test'for inter-:

cultural sensitivitTand a measure of stereotyping. In'the second eval-

uation, the perforMance of company commanders on the assimilator was re --

lated to their effectivene'ss in,race relations as seen by white, black,

and Hispanic subordinates. In the third evaluation, the assimilator was

implemented as part of a 1 -day race-relations seminar forcommand person-

nel'in an Army Reserve Unit. .Effectiveness of training was'exialuated 2

months later by a survey using an appropriate experimentaldesiv.
1 .

41

Findings:

Results from the three field tests were 'mixed. In 'the first'evalu-
.

atiOn.blacks were more familiar with assimilator ,scenarios and peribmed

better on these items than. did whites. Blacki,in the Army were expected

to-be-moretamiliar with their own culture than were whites with black
;

.culture. Both blacks,And whites silowed evidende of'learning with diffi-

,cult, task - oriented assimilator items. However; ,assiMilator training.

(a) did not lead to improved scores'on a test of intercultural seneitiv;-

(b) did not reduce.stereotyping,..and"(c) was not evaluated as favor-

ably as race-relations/seminars.



a

If assimilator training has a positive impact on subordinates, cm--
pany comManders*who demonstrate knowledge.of black culture shoUld be
rated aseffecti'ire in race relations by subordinates. In the second.

evaluation, ;Ihite and Hispanic subordinates rated-thOse commanders as ;

being more effective in race relations who demonstrated greater knorl-
'edge of black culture' as measured by assimilator performance Black

-t. .subordinates did not.

In the third evaluation, Army Reserve commandTerSonnel who had re-
ceived assimilatOr training were compared to those who had not. Self-

reports or reports of supervisors or subordinates showed no evidence that
trained personnel were seen as. being more effective in race relations
than'those who had received no training. LI

Methodological problems in' each of the three evaluations rendered
. 'conclusions' tentative. 'Debate onthe.correCtness of the answer labeled

"correct" arose at several points.

Utilization of Findings:

The cultural assimilator designed to teach white junior' officers
about:.451ack culture in the Army is available for use as an aid. for train-

ing junior officers'in: ace relations. The assimilatoeconai.its of four

voluMes (60 items).. Th data suggest that the difficult, task-oriented
items are best aid show d be used first.' Because there is some question
about the coigettness f -some "correct" answers, assimilator scenarios
,should be used as a ba is for discussing and bringing to light relevant
,issues 'rather than' as stand-Alone technique. It should be recognized
that assimilator training alone.isunlikely to have a strong favorable-

.

impact on a leader's effectiveness in race relations.
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CULTURALASSIMILATORFOR TRAINING ARMY `PERSONNEL IN/RACIAL UNDERSTANDING,

CHAPTER 1

The research described in ARI Technical' Paper 310.(Landis, Day,

McGrew, Thomas, & Miller, 1978) involved the development and field testing.

of a programed instruction approach to race-relations. training. The ... "

specific technique for that project involved developing a culture assim-
ilator for junior grade officers: A cultural assimilator provides infor-

mation to help,individuals of\one cultural background underbtand better :.

the polntlof view of individuals of. another cultural background: The

\\. cultural assimilator is not intended to make a person of One cultural
'background similar to a personof another cultural background. Thd aim

is to provide a basis for a functional understanding of another'cultural

perspective.. The: goal should be an appreciation for cultural diversity:.

rather than pressure toWard\cultural homogeneity, as perhaps implied in

the term "assimilator." The technique was designed to be aimed primarily

at white junior grade officers. ,

In general, the results of the field test of the pilot assimilator

indicated: (a) the sample of problems in the assimilator represent a set

of events far more familiar to black officers than to whitee;'(b) blacks

obtained higher scores on the assimilator than whites;.(c) evidence Of

learning on the part of the white officers as a function of assimilator

training was obtained; and (d) evidence, thOugh not strong, showed that
both attitudes and knowledge changed as a function of the training.. These

results demonitrated that the assimilator was,a potentially valuable,tech-

nique for use in the U.S. Army race-relatio'ne training program. :

The project reported here extended the research efforts of the pre7 -

vious project. The assimilator aimed at (white). junior grade offiders

was further developed (Kirkland'& McGrew, 1975). andSubjected to a second
preliminary field evaluation in test format and then a major field test

both at domestic and oversees bases: This work is described in the suc-

'reeding pages of chapter 1.

METHOD

Development of the Assimilator 11

In the following discussion of item development, it should be re4-."
.

called (Landis, et al., 1976) that an item consists of a "critical inci-

1dent," or-scenarios of an incident involving conflict, Ilisunderstanding,
or' the avoidance of conflict and misunderstanding between members-of dif_

fetent cultural/race groups. A question at the end of each incident ,asks

about the behavior or prObablesattitude of one of the "antagoniets,'Iwith

four alternatives or possible explanations. "One:alternative is "correct"

i



L.

in:that it used relevant knowledge about the culture group represented'

in the'incident. ishethree Other alternAtives-Use,information.that is 7.

faulty, incomplete, or:,stereotypital in nature; could "jump to

that conclusion It On choosing an alternative, the respondent is di-
,rected to the appropriate-cOrresponding rationale or discussion of why.

0
the choice is or is not dOrrect. !

, : .
.

,

.
.

.

For:thig study, Items were pooled from a number of sources. Some

items were gathered'from audiotapes of the oeiginal interviews that were
incompletely used for the pilot white officer assimilator. Other item

A from that earlier assimilator we chosen because thek required the least
..

revision and perLormed-weli,originally. Fewer items from the'extzant_ci-
vilian, industrial assimilator were used in.the 1,reeent .study than in the

c
earlier one. Those item&retained were judged good enoug to revise in

order to meet higher and more comprehensive -standards. Tje items also.

Were judged general enough so that not only weirithey:bro ly applicable
to the Military setting but also Would be hel ful' in futu4e tests for :"

. standrdizing th assimilatO.
.

. . .
, ,

: "Addedto thee items were'items generated by two Item development ;

,

(teams,- the Delaware State College team and the"CenterTor Social bevel-
, I '

opment (CSD).staff. 'The Delaware State teaMwas Multiracialmilitary- ;

experienced, and comprised' of "mature" students and staff;- that is, the '

. .

students were in their -twenties and:early.thirties., The CSD staff was
4 \'. . lso multiiacial'and inclu'eed military.0-experienced members, with yalu-

Able...Aid from- a'retired career officer acting as a consultant. ,
I

, ..
I

.A6 items were drawn from the various sources, one member of a team ,

wrote first drafts. From the first draft stage, a single item went /

though a process of multiple review and rewrite until. it .couldsatisfy
criteria of acceptability. .Stylistically, it had to be a coherent, under-.
standable, readable, self-contained .description of an'ement or. series of

events. The statements, responses, and behavior of persops-portrayed in
the critical incident had to be realistic and valid from a "human" point
of view, as well as accurate and,reasonable-for persons in the military
setting. . ,.

.
, .

.. .

;
.

.

The "incorrect" alternatives were representative of prevailing mis-
, .

concePtions;'StereotypeS, etc., or were reasonable choices if the subject
shad been careless in his reading of the incident.; Each incorrect alter-
native had at least a.sUrfAbe reasonableness: so that none could be,dis-

missed autOmatically. : Corriect alternatives 'were .subjected to close scru-
tiny because, through correrponding rationales,.-they were to lead the
reader into the most detailed explication of same aspect of the-culture

.. ii,

being portrayed. A11 alteenati.wes'were carefully reevaluated by.all'

members of a team.

77

.

Rationales were-more comprehensive and were the subject of intensive .

effort. Rationales that expidined the "error' of incorrect choices were' ,

potentially more valuable. as a teachng tool, than those that confirmed .

correct choices. More'can often be learned from clear, valid informatioh

2

4.
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V.

about mistaken attitudes and beliefs than fiom confirmationsof fortui--

tous correct guesses. For these reasons, rationales in 411 items (in-

cluding those from the previpus assimilator) were created or improved to

meet the requirements- described.

'Once an item met all criteria by unanimousagreelient of team mem-

bers, it was run through three final reviews. The first was an pbvious

check for meChanicalecOurady, e.g., grammar! spelling. Second,,,,,ourcon-

sUltanon black culkure made a final check for the cross - cultural. valid-

ity of the message conveyed for the culture/race groups involved. fihkrd,

ou military'consultant made a final content review.,for military. accuracy

and validity'.
.

..
----

. .

.After 64.items for the assimilator were devqrloped,,their order, of

presentation in the volumes was randomly determined. This was dOne to'

control for possible. systematic blasesrelated to the order of iiem_de-
velopment, e.g., new items were interspersed rather than placed all'at
.theend.' Four assimilator volumes of 15 itemsj4ch,resuicted. The four

volumes (60 items in all) were designed for white junior grade officers.

The branching and linear modes are the two principal formats -use4

_,..
-

. ,

. .

in administering cultural assimilators. In the branching mode, subjects

select whatotheyconsider to be the best option .and are referred.to,its

corresponding rationale. If incorrect, subjectS are, directed to choose

from among the remaining alternatives and to read the ratiqnale._ sub-
,_

jecta%continue this procedureuntil they have selected the.Correoptop-,.

tion, then proceed to the next item.. ThuS, if they have seAtteh the
,correct option on thefirst try, they read only-its correspOnding ra-

tionale.befbre.going on:- .

.. .

0v'
. . .

In,the,linear mode; subjects first rank'thefour alternativeS from

best to worst. They'read 411 the rationales before moving on to the next.-

(even
.,

items (even if they have been correct in their first Choice). in this

way, subjectsheread all the material associated with an item . The linear

mode involves(mpre'time bothJaecause of the process of ranking alterna-

tives and.because of the amount of material read. .

..0

. -/` '
i

---.

Malpass and Salancik (1972) compared these two formats for 4 culture,

asisimilator involving the economically disadv4ntaged in a civilian indus-,

tiial setting.(Slobodin et al.,':1972). They found that for the "easier"

' items,'the branching mode was superior. For the more difficult items,

the'r monear.de was superior. As expected; subjects took longer to go

tthr ugh items in the linear mode.

.Uponleviewing the 'content of the industrial assimilator, we felt

that the differences in subject performance in the twotmodes might have

resulted from the relatively meager information. contained in any'single-

alternative's rationale. If all the rationgles'were enriched.so that .

an individual received considerably more information through reading even

a single rationale, the branching mode could approach the effectiveness



of the linear mode wit' fs expenditure of time, by the Subjects.6 Also,

subjects would riot have to read nonessential materials that'otherwiSe.-.-.
might detract from the concieenessf the points made:

.

The branching mode is also more consisteQnt with other military

training materials; Finally, this response mode is the most straight--

forward and the least subject to .mdSunderstanding and errors in response..

to instructiond. Therefore, we used the branchihg mode in the adminis-

tration of the assimilator.

The cultural assimilatoi wassrelated to tefae, premious assimilator

project. .There was, - however, much'qpre involved in4the revised versiOn.

than the simple cross-validattion of previously°deve14ed items. First,

the target audience--white junior grade officers--was made more eXplicit,

ratherthan implicit as in.the 'previous assimilator. Second, substan-.

tiarly 'more information was' -ilcorPorated info the .assimilator rationales
than previouslyparticuiarly the rationales for the "Incorrect" alter-

natives). Third, a strenuous effort was mad to develop a brieferassim-'
ilator composed:Of fewer, but more,efferti , items: This latter goal: was

based onthe,feeling that too long an assi 'lator would cause fatigue or
have-other negative'effects, and on evidence. that the more difficulf.and
discriminating items have the greatest impact on' learning.

Data...Gathering Design
. .

.

Four domestic bases. and four garrisons in'Germany served as the sites

for the field test of the white officer assimilator. The principal factor

in the choice of these sites was-tfie sufficient, population of black. junior

grade officers. At the d6mestid.CONUS installations, .90 white and 80 .

black officers, almost evenly divided between installations, were asked to

participate. In Europ'e, 40° white and 40 black officers, evenly divided

between garrisons, were asked. At e tONUS inatallations,'75-white and

;°.'75 black-enlisted men (EM), With pa grades-between El and E4, werealso
asked.to participate; working on the white junior Offiper assimilator. In

Europe, .40 white.and 40-black 'EM (E17E4) were---.requested fOr the purpose of

evaluating the assimilator, with the numbers approximately diVided between

installations.
4t4

There was very high attrition in the samples_because -soldiers did not
show up and because of .errop in data or incomplete data. completion cri-

teriawere strict for data acceptabilityvforexample, subjects were not

retained for theanalysis.,:of. the Comparative Evaluation, Questionnaire
(CEQ) (described later). if they had not responded to at leatt 8 out of

of the filcs't 1.0 assimilator items and 8 out of 10 of the last 10 assimi a-

tor items',Cas well as to all four training techniques on all scales of- the

CEQ. Only appxoXimately 30% of tlie soldiers requested were obtained and,

provided data complete enough for analysis. e
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The officers'assigned to the white officer'assiMilator complatA

Volumes 1-4 (60 items). The EM assigned to this condition completed only

two 4olumes -(either Volumes 1-2 or Volumes 3-4). The reason for assi.gn-

inc EM to feWer volumes was the fear thate because of possibly lower read-

ing skills than officers, EM might not otherwise complete all the mater-

rials (assimilators, plIth evaluative questionnaires) within the time

limit. This plA fortdnately provided a design for better.interpreta7r

tion of the somewhat cpmpli4ated.results fot these volumes, as discussed

later.

'Ancillary Measures

Ancillary measures are questionnaires completed by subjects so that

the effectiveness of the cultural assimilator can be evaluated. The an-

ci,llary'measures were not part c&,ttie assimilator itself. There'were

three different types,of ancillarymeasures..
o

ComparativeEvaldation Questionnaire (CEQ). The CEQ consisted of

eight,? -step, bipolar.adjectivt,scales. Five of the scales were from

the American-English-Pan-CultdPal'Semantic
DifferentA41.(dsgood, 1971),

two from the Evaluative factor (good-bad, useful-usele6s), two from the.

Potency dimension (strong -weak, exciting-dull); and one'from the Activ-.

ity dimension (active-passive). Three other scales were added to tap. '

dimensions specifically related to race7relations'training programs

(interesting-uninteresting, like-dislike, and informative7uninformative).

Test for Intercultural Sensitivity (T.ICS). desdribed by

Weldon et al. (1974),,consisted of a set of assimilator-type items in

test format; that is, thefeedbaCk element was deleted. Althpugh the

items dealt With black -white interacti.ams, they. were set in an industrial-

civilian setting. The Weldon items were chosen because-they involved an

area of cross-cultural .taining most`germane'to the Army study (race re-

latiOns) and they were involved in the most rigoroUs attempt to date to

validate a culture assimilator, I.e:, using task performance measures ,as

well as subjective scales.

Randomly selected from the 50 items in the Weldon pool were 11 items..

These items were divided into two grOups of five and six items. A given .

subject would take one form before the assimilator' and the other form

after. The A-B, B-A order Was counterbalanced over subjects so that ap- 2

proximately equal numbers. of respondents from within each group received

each sequence. ,- ,
.

.

l.

.

. _
.

Stereotyping QuestionnaireASQ).-' An assimilator should reduce the

tpnOency tp stereotype members of.another.ethnic/racial/cultural group.

.TheSQ was designed to measure change in these tendencies as a function

of the assimilator eXperience.:

5-

-10
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. -The SQ consisted 'of a person concept, e.g., black EM, and a set Of
10attributes e.q. trustworthy, intelligent. The subject indicated-.
on an H-Point scale from "never" to "always" the prObability that the
person concept possessedeach attribute listed. The-10 attributes'were.
the same across all'personcOnceptS-andwere ratedby.all.-subjects:.
intelligent, lazy, brave0inimportant,-aggressive, active,
tough, hardworking, and trustworthy. Ten person concepts. were
by all subjects :' black colginels;. white. colonels;,black company oom-..'

manders, white company commanders, black officers, white-officers/black'
noncommissioned officers (NC0s),'white gC0s, black EM/and white EM. °

The SQ concepts anattributes were taken from a questionnairepre-,

viously pilot-tested on .black and, white Army officers. The format was
based, in turn, on measures used 1:;YTriandis (1972) and.La6dis,Day,
McGrew, and Miller,(1973) in studies of stereotyping'across cultural,
boundaries.

The.t0.concepts chosen were divided randomly into two sets/deaig-
4..nated. A and B. A'given subject received one form befoeiaild the other
form after. the assimilator.- The A -B,. B-A.order was counterbAlanced'so":-:
thatan apPrOximately equal number of subjects in each group received
each Combination.'

; ,

1

.Preseniation tt Ancillary Measures. The various ancillary,' eyA u-
.

ative-meastree-were administered as follows:

1. AllsUbjects completed an extensive biographical questionnaire.
prior to training.

.1.. 7;

2. All subjects completed the TICS, with one. form.given before and
. the other forth after training. .

a

3. Half thesubject's completed an SQ,-with one form 'given before
and the other form After training.

VIP t .

e.

4. All subjects. rated the assimilator and three other race-relations
'training techniques on an Slpoint.scale semantic7differential
(CEQ) after training.

RESULTS.
/

..
,

J.
''''' . .

.

t
.

.

.

..'
.

.

The design of the project resulted in a large quantity of data on
Which many analyses could be.performed. The results.reported are those
Considered to be most useful.

Analyses fall into four main:categories. Thrt first category includes,
,

a tabulation of the' characteristics Of the assimilat&r. The second cate-:
gory includes discriminative properties of the assimilator:. Two types of

. a



measutes were used here: (a) a rating _of content faMiliarity and (b) as-

similator perfOrmance. This.1)ody of data is included to, help validate

the assimilator. If the assimilator truly teaches about black:cUlture in`

the Army,.the.critical incidents described should be more familiar to

blacks. thah to whites): blacks should perform better on these items than

whites. .

The third CategOry-ofodata includes evidence of learnihg'besedon
data-internal to the asSimilators...In other'..words, if,white subjects are

learning about black culture as-they progresethrough the60 assimilator
items, they should be answering more items correctly toward theerid of

the assimilator than-At the. beginning. .Typicgilearning curves should
resultOshowing improvement of white subjects over trialstems were
summed over blocks .of 10 items to provide sufficient relObility for the
analysis.

. 4

The fourth category of data includes evidence of learning or impact

based on data, externalto:the assimilator. This category of data,?exam-

ined the impact of the assimilator on (a) subjects'. evaluations of vari7:

ous kinds of race-relations training (using. the CEQ), (b) theTICS,-and

('c) the SQ.. /esimil.etar training, if .it is to be considered effective,
should- produce a fal4able evaluation (of the training by subjectswho
have completed it., evidence of greater cultural sensitivity on the. TICE,

and a reduction of. stereotyping.

- . %
'Characteristics of As seimilator.7tems-

,

.

-A content analysis on every assimilator item provided an overview cf..

.the'type of items in the assimilatdr.- Of the 69 items,57'came from' the;
Army.pools of items and 3 from the- civilian. -'iraf 60 items,43-occurred.
On post, 5 off poSt,yith_the rest either on and off .post or.unsPecified.._

Blacks'were evaluated in 34 item'incidents,. whites in 10.,. and the rest cit:.

.the items-- evaluated both.. Officers were evaluated in. 24 of the.6p inci--
,

dents. The items contained 30incidentl that occurrea'vhile=persons

vofved -were on duty, 21 involved inOi:dents.that occurred off duty, with
the rest unspecified. .

Finally; it was noted whether the incid- ent was social at task- '

oriented (or both) injiature. An item was labeled task-Oriented.if
pArsbn's position as'a Member of the Armed Forces was irectly involved:. .

An item,waslabeledsocial if a person's position wasdrrelevant'to-the
-interaction, could have ',occurred in a. non-Army setting.. From

the 60 assimilator items, 20' were social, 36 were. task, and4 hadchar-
'adteristics of both.: This latter characterization of assimilator items"

was found useful. as noted later.

.7



Disdrimination by the Aggimilator

FaMiliallty'Ratings. Each assimilator item was rated on a
oint scale on its faMijiarity. to,the.iespondent. In generalif;we

were'sUcceSsful in sampling relevant interracial probleMs, then we would
expect:the,familiarity ratings by black\sOldiers tobe.significantlY.
higher :than' those of white soldiers.

,

.

Table 1 Ms Si gp: Test and Wilcoxot statistics 1956): for the.

Officers and EM responding to' the cultural aSsiMilator items, and Table
YZ:shoWgthe Mean familiarity scbres..Black offiCersirated the, items in

Vo1iunes 1-4 as more familiar than did white officers (p < .0001 on all.
fourPteats in Table -The'game was true for black EM.on.VOlumes 1.-2?
tip <..0001on alourteats).:For Volumes 3-4, the black EM also tended
to rate the items as' more familiar.'but only one of the fourtests was)
highly significant (p < .0074;.. the Wilcoxon for ,EM-inGermanyAs Table 2
shows, An every case blacks rated the items asmorejamiliar than did

-Whfteg. Black Officergratedtheitems as more Tamiliar'than.did the
black EM. .The.'white officers' and white4M's.ratings were essentially' the:.
same.: TheI.Owest black familiarity StOre was higher than, the lowest,-
white familiarity-Scoe. ,

,
.

. The analyses -,clearly suggest That:the situations depicted in the ag-7.
sidilator may have beenexperienced by black' soldiers' or at least per-
Ceived by th6K-torepresent'familiar :problems-. ConverselY,white soldiers
are compar&tively leSs faMillar with these problems.. the pattern of fa.
miliarity ratings is consistent with whatogould be expeCtedu'gi;ien the
nature of'the ',target groups, the items, and the gOal of. the assimilator.

laacks-rate items as beirig.more familiar than do whites.::,
BlaCk officers rate .items as more familiar than do black:EM. By contrast,
white officers and white enlisted Soldiers differ little, rating .items; as
relatively .unfamiliar.

.J.
o

Black-White Performance Differences.. ,TWo measures of performance ..

were used in hooking At'the black -white performance: ifferences: (.) the

:percentage of subjecta cOrtlect on their ;first response and (b) a weighted
score, using :a weighting system that gives progresSively decreasing'
"weights from correctresponses Onthe first.chOicethrOugh correct re- --°
gponses on the.. fourth Choice: A weight of 10 was given:to:a.correct re -'
sponse on the first: try, 6'to a correct. response on the second .try, 2 to.
a correct response on the third try, and 1 to a gorrectresponse on the
fourth try.

Sign Tests,andWildoxon'$igned Rank Tests comparing. blacks
'were performed. on the weighted scores and on the proportion of each group

7==. seleCting the "correct" answer on the first trial._ These.analysea indi--
cated that black performance was sighificantly better than white perfor-
inance for the items in the assimilator (Table 3)... In general, black of-
ficers'performances are 'superior to that.of white officers (With all
eight tests 'in-the expected direction, four significant at the p < .04

19
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Comparing Familiarity of Blacks and. Whites with AssimilatOr' Items

, Officers Enlisted'men Enlisted Men':

(Volumes 1-4) (Volumes 1,72) (Volume's. 3;4): .)

Test statistic Domestic" Foreign Domestic Foreign Domestic Foreign'

1W 17..W

Sign Test
..-

timber.'of differences .60 ,60 30 30

Minimui sum of signi 60 54 28. 27

p value .0001: . .0001 .0001

Wilcoxon

Number of diffetences 60 60 30 30

Minimum sum of tasks, ;0 32.00 '8.000 24.00

Z score 6.74' '6.50 4.62 4.29

p valu .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001';

030 ;30

(I 19, '19

:1006 :1006.

30, 30 ///

177.50 114.00 ,/'

1.13 2.44

.1290 .0074

J

.4
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.level or better).- Thesama is true for black EN on Volumes 1-2 and vol-

umeS (with 'all 6 tests in the expected directiOnl, 10 significant at

.the p < :05 level or better).
o

,Table 2

Mean Fathiliarity Ratings

Race
.Officer , Enlisted pen.

:(Volumes 1-4) 4 (Volumes 1-2)

Eplisted men.
.*.(Volumes 3-41'

Black

White

4.23*' 3.78

0,

315

3.30 3415 3.35

.The results of the Performanceanalyses pArallel the results of.the,

Familiarity_ahalyses: In every' test performed on. the data, black sol-

diers performed better than white soldiers,Significantly better inmost

cases.. The assimilator functioned as expected in-termf of black_ versus -

white knowledge:of. interracial problems;. although a larger black-white

difference%perhaps could have been expected.

Effectiveness of the Assimilator Based on Evidence of Learning'

The principal. measure of learning was the weighted score comparing'
..

thelperformandesof blacks and !..11.,te.: This weighted score gives a higher.

Score to selection of theoorrectlanswerwith 1.itleor no delay and a

low scoreto.splection on thethird or fourth try. For:this analysiS,

theassimilatot WaS'divided into:10,item sections.. Blocks of 10 items.

were summed to giye sufficient reliability to the analyses. Then the

trends.for learning over these blocks of 10. itemSWere examined to find

evidence of'a "learning curve," pr an increase. in perfOrmance over trials.

In general,:performance in terms of weighted scores should increase

AS subjects 'work through their volumes, particularly in the 'case Of sub,-

jects for whom the assimilator is targeted. The'more'difficult items in

the pilot assimilator (Landis et al., 1976)' had shoWn such a trend fOr.

white officers (tile target group),.which was .gradual but significant.

AlthoUgh thereas evidence of fatigue'on.the easier: items, such

effects did not' overwhelm the continuous inperformance on the

more difficult items. Xecause the item-development process was aimed at

creating more "powerful" items, it was anticipated that learning.sirould

be more pronounced with this than with the pilot assimirator and that-

fatigue also should be less pronounced..

10.
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Table 3

tapering Performances of Whites and Blacks on Assimilator Items.

iWil......,IMik
Officers

(Volumes. 1 -4).

Enlistedmen 'Enlisted men,

.(Volumes Volumes 3-4)

Proportion. right oh

first try Domestic Foreign Domestic Fortign Domestic Foreign

Sign Test.
Number of differences ' 60 60 30 30. 30 29

Minimum sum of sigms 38 34 19 22 '24 17.

p values .0264 .1831 .1006 .0088 .0010 .2288

-Wilcaon

Number of difOrences .60 60 30. . 30 30 .29

Minimum sum ofranks 372.50 846.50 115.50 125.00 ,37.50. 196.00

Z scores '1.79 :0.50 2.41 . 2.21 4.01 0.46

p values .0371 ,3070 .0081 .0135 .0001 .3210

Weighted score'

Sign Test

Minimum sum of differences 60 60 30 30 30 i 30

.Minimp sum of,signs .36

p valUes. ..0178

. 40

.0071

20.

.0500

, 20,

.0502

22

.0088-

.15.

.5000

Wilcoxon ,

Number of differehces 60 ., 60 30 30 30 30

.inimum sum 'of ranks , 659.00, 176.00e 149.00 138.00 84:00 191.00

Z scores ,1.88 ' 1.02 1.72 1.94 3.05 0.85

p values .1531 .0429 .0260 ..0011 .1967

.1111
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Figure 1 'Shows the results for both officers and1KM. Asantici-
pated,. based on previous eiperienceand thdexpedtation of ceiling ef-
fects, the data for' the "easy" items. showed no improvement. A decrement
in performiance for both the officers and gM is probab;yattribotable to

_ fatigue.
.

. .

Looking first .at the officer data for the
_

more difficult items, sev-
.

eral obserVations would seem apiropriate: .

.1

1.- The black officers tended to perform better than the white off.A-
: -1- ,

. cers, as- anticipated. . .

2. The performance of white Officers-increased through the first 4,0'
.

items, then dropped on the last 20 items, although'remaining
above the initial performance., on the assimilator.

t,

3.""The black.officers,showed the- same general type.of performance
,curve as the white officers, -a result not previously found nor
expected here. .

1

.Looking adkhe EM data helps,to clarify the interpretation"ofthe
roftficer data. For the :EM takipg Volumes1-2, the EM performance Arves,
were parallel tg the officers' performance curves through thoSe voluines;
but the EM performance.tended to be better than for the of fiber's. The

. black EM tended to-do tiest and, in a sense,' can be considered
Zion _,group for this assimilator. It,would, therefore, be anticipated
that their.performance,would be.best, proVlded reading skills were not
ar.oVerwhelming factor.

.1

For the EM taking Volumes , the EM performance curves were very
different from the; EM taking Volu es 1-2. To some degree, the curves
were again similar to the officer 'curves, and the black EM again per

a formed better.overall-than the white EM, although not better on'the first,.
10 items. .This time, however, the EM's (black and white) performances 2
were generally worse than"for.the officers. Despite. randomization proce-
dures, the items in Volumes 3-4 appear in some way different .from the" .:

. items in Volumes 1 -2.
-

. . 1.. ":

. .

How can these somewhat.complicited results be interpreted? Firs ,

white (and apparently .also black) officers-appear...to be learning th ugh t

the first 40 items, as anticipated. The rate of improvement on th se-
.

items isvery substantially greater than for a comparable number of items
- on the previous assimilator (1.3 units of weighted score versus approgi-

' mateiy .2 units of weighted score), as intended. Second,'apparently
. something is unique about-the ,content and order of the items in Voluines

3-4 that le ds.to.a'higher initial level of performance, compared to Vol-&
ores 1'-2," an' also yieAds a'decrement (or lack- of improvement in the.,:oase
of black EM) ather than an increment in performance.

p,
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This 'second observation is clear in the EM data and appears to be.an
interactive faceor superimposed on the officer data. Finally, fatigue
(or progressive carelessness) seems to be a third:factor superimposed on
the data, despite the hope that shorter volumes would mitigate against.
fatigue.; The last effect,-however,..mali have been partly caused by the
effOrtrequired to complete the pretpst ancillary measures (substantially
more,-than in the previous field.test). It may be that'30 to 40:iteMs are
the optimal'numberto be given in an assimilator at any one time

I

Figure 2 shows the officer, data for Volumes -4 broken d6wn in.tairms
of"aomestic:versusfor4ign assignment. .It is clear that the form og the
curves is essentially identical/for subjects.etationed overseas and'sub-
jeCts stationed stateside. .Thisoresult.argues both for the general ar7,
plicability of this assimilator and for the general stability 'of the
responge'data.'

lio..attempt to account for the Performance differences on olumes
%.* compared with thdee.on Volumei 3-4, the content data were'revi wed eepa.,-

rately for those ,two pairs 'of volumes. The Task versus Social Content. .

proved to be the most illuminating (Table 4). Despite the.randomized as-
signment of items to volumes, Socialiteme are underrepreSened in Volumes
1-2 and overrepresented in Volumes 3-4, relative to7the,overall.propor-

2
-

tion in the four volumes combined (X =.3.52,.p, < .07).

Q.
Table 4

.

Task ,versus Social Situations
- .

Situationsa

. Volumes Social Task Total

11-2 7 22 29

3 -.4 13 14. 27

Total 20 36 56

'.
. aFOUT items thkt could not be categorized exclusively as Social or Task-
were omitted.

0 A A

.

This association of.the relative numbers of Task Versus Social items
wit\ performance-across assimilator items may well 'be a factor in the
difference between Volumes*12"and Volumes 3-4. It may be better to con-
centrate exclusively on Task-oriented. items. . This suggestion would seem

1
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supported also by the research of O'Brien, Fiedler, and Hewitt (197),.

whO found that subjects trained on their wholly Task- oriented assimilator

produced the clearest significant, independently measured improvement in

performance to be found in culture assimilator literature.

Effectiveness of the Assimilator Based on External Evidence

Subjects' Evaluations of the Assimilator on the Comparative Evalua-

tion Questionnaire. The CE asked respondents to rate four training con-.
cepts:(assitilator; racial attitudes and pereptions (RAP) sessions, lec-
ture onblack history, and training manualw/on minority culture), on the

eight- semantic differential scales: interesting, strong, like, useful,'

active, exciting, good, and informatiiie.
.' .-/

The subject's' evaluations of the assimilator on the eight semantic

7--\fferential items were analyzed firstusing analysis: of variance. Race

'(black, white), rank (offtcier, enlisted), and.level of improvement (im-

provement, no change, decrement) on the assimilator were the independent

variables in this analysis. The eight semantic differential ratings of '

:the:assimilator were the dependent'variabies. "The,index of improvement

was computed by summing the weighted scores on the first 10 and last 10

items and then taking the difference between the sums. The eums were-

weighted to account for missing data. The distribution of the improve-

went scores was'divided at the 66th and 33rd percentiles to produce three'

.levels of improvement, labeled improveMent,' no change, and.decrement.

Eight analyses of variance were computed on each .dependent varia-.

ble. 'There were no significant differences for the two independent.

variables:. Level of Improvement and Rank. In other'words, those'who
iMprOved most on the assimilator did not evaluate the assimilator dif-
ferently from those who did not improve or who showed a decrement in per-,'

fOrmance. Officers and EM did not evaluate the assimilator differently.

There. were, however, racial differences. For example, on the strong-
weak.sCale, we see a pattern that is repeated on all the scales.' Blacka
respondents rated the assimilator more favbrably,than,white respondents.
The difference-was significant for the strong-weak item (F = 8.58, df =

1,-134, p < .001).

k, In a second,analysis, subjects' evaluations of the assimilator were

compared to their evaluations of RAP sessions, lecture on black history,

and training manuals.on minority culture. The. purposebf this compai-i-

son_was to'see how favorably assimilator training was evaluated compared

to other common forms of.race-relations training.: .Analysis of variance

was again used to make these comparisons, this' time using a repeated

measures desigh. The four methods of training constituted the independ-

ent variable, and each of the semantic' differential scales constituted

the dependent variables.

The following planned comparisons were made: (a) "assimilator train-

ingversu6 RAP sessions, (b) assimilator training versus'lecture on black ,

16
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history,and (c) Jsimilator'training versus training manuals on minority

culture.) Analyses were run on -each of the eight dependent v_ ariableS far

each of these -three comparisons. These comparisons are, of course, not

orthogonal. Because multiple comparsons are being made with nonorthog--

onal contrasts, some effectswill shoW significance due to chance. These

tests, however, do give an overview of the data. .

In the comparison between the assimilator and RAP sessions, the two

techniques were rated differently on five of the eight scales.. Because

of .the highnumber-of significant effects, this difference. does not look

like it.wabdte to chance alone. ;Tfie assimilator was rated as less-strong

(F L- 7.7, p < .01), less - active,(T = 17.8, p < less exciting IF =

18.2, p < .001), less good (F = 4.5, p < .05), andlessinformative (F =

7.5!! p <'.01) than.RAP.sessionS. In the eyes s-of the respOndents, the

assimilator did not compare favorably to RAP sessions.

In compari on between t he assimilator and the lecture on black his-

tory, the assi ltOr was viewed as less informative (F = 56.3, p',< .00 1)

. than the lectur None. of the other effects were' significant in the com

parison between he assimilator and the lecture onblack history. The

assimilator was not rated as being significantly different from either

the lectureon blabk history or the training manuals on minority culture.

.?The Effect of the Cultural Assimilator on the Test of. Intercultural

Sensitivity. The differencebetWeen'subjects' responses before and after

training on the TICS was examined. Assimilator training on the Army as-
.

-similator should have the effect of producing-an improved score on the

TICS. The TICS items were.developed.anevalidated in a civilian setting

for the purpose of teaching white 6uperviso4s. about:the culture of. blacks

inhfigh unemployment areas. Thissetting.,is removed from the Army culture,

but there sholpid,be some overlap in. the concepts in both instruments..

-Two forms of the TICS were. given. Subjects responded, Ito either Forth'

A or FormB prior'to receiving the assimilator,training and the other '

form after training. ThuS,, by.comparing those subjects who received Form

A first against those who received Form A after training, we can assess

the effect 'of. training on TICS, without the' confusion caused by a prior

administration.of TICS on the posttest..

The two dependent variableS were responses to attribution and behav-

ioral questions. Each'TICS item .has two questions and four options each.

One question 'asks about the reasdhfor the behavior of a protagonist,

usually the minority individual, in the scenario. .The second queStion

askswhat the majority person should have doneto,rescilve.the problems

describedin the item. Thusi the first type of question refers to.a.et.ri-

butions made about minority individuals, and the second referS to appro-

priate behaviors. The attributions'and behavior ratings became the two

dependent variables in the analyses that followed.'

5,

Weight ranging from zero to 4 were assigned to the four alternative.

answers -that were possible for.both the attribution and behavior questions



bri'the:TICS. Theseeighte, based on the "cross-race majority agreement"
scheme used by. Weldon et al. (1974), reflect-the resultsOf,a pretest. of
TICS given to a group of Middle7class whites land loweti6laes urban blacks.
When the majority of.both blacks and.whites agreed that a particular op-

tion was a "goodu'response, this option was assigned aiWeight of 4. Table

5 shows the system of weights used.

Table 5

Key for Assigning Weights to a'Given Option
According to Black-White Pretest Agreement 1

on Its Correctness

White opinibn

Black'opinion

'Majority Judgments
agree divided

'Majority

disagree

Majority agree 4

Judgments divided 3

Majority disagree ,2 0'

Although the s tem shoWn in Table 5 places somewhat greater weight

on the response of th black pre'test grOup; it still-ives the most Weight

to interracial agreemen .
-

Assimilator training\ hould not only improve performance. on the TICS.

sot that subjects score higher after taming than before, but also the

greater improvement should ome from those who improved the most on, the'

Army assimilator. For this reason, .two. primary independent variables

were used to analyze these data: the Trained'.Untrained(or'petraining,
pdietraining) variable'and'the Level of Improvement variable, Which- had.

three levels. Multivariate.analysiSof variance was used to analyze these

data, using the.twa.independent and two depend t. variables mentioned'pre-

viously. The multivariate tests were followed y univariate analyses of

variance on...the two dependent variables, given a significant Multivariate

test. Multivariate analyses were...computed separately for three samples;

:(a) the sample of officer's who completed Volumes 1-4 of the assimilator
(b).thes'ample OfEM whocoMpleted Volumes 1-2, and (c) the sample of EM.

who completed Volumes 374. '

1.
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4.

:

Theanallyses based on. the officer sample are presented first..,..The

multivariate F ratio for:the trainedyersuSUntrainedcondition approached

significance! (1..10). There was.a significant. < :05) decrease on

the dePendeht variable related to estimating appropriate_behaviors in the

direction away from black and white agreeMent, contrary to\what-wat-ex-

pected. This could imply either a, decreased sensitivity to\blaCk culture

.'after training or a shift in the, direction of reporting alternatives that

blacks accept and whites:initially reject: These alternatiires are dis-

cusked later.

.

-The resuTts basld on the sample of EM who Completed Volumes '1 -2 of

the assimilator are descried next: The multivariate F for the. assimi-.

lator traihed.versus untrained condition was significant (13, < .01), as

were the'rteSts for univariate analyses of_variance on the attributidh,

dependent variable < .01) and the dependent variableS estimating ap-

propriate behaliiors (p < .05)r. .Again, these means decreased from near-

4 to near 3, contrary to what was expected. The imPlicatiOn is either

decreased sensitivity, or'a shift in the direction .of the perspective

that ,black's hold exclusively and with which whites initially disagree.
w.

The results based on the sample of EM who Completed Volumes 3-4 of

the assimilator were not significant.' No,significant effects, either

multivariate or univariate, were found. Also, no significant effects .

weredtie to the Level of IMProvemeht factor for any of the samples. In

other words*,those who,..erfori-ned better on the Army assimilator did not

*do better on the TICS.

.? , A
1;- .

.

Effect of Culture Assimilator Training'on Stereotyping. The stereO-

typihg measure consisted of rating a set of persOn concepts on 10 attri-

bute scales.... The rating, was done in terms'-of the probability.Wd. scale

concept, e.g., intelligence, being associated with a perSon-concept,

white colonel. .

Theretwere two forms of the questionnaire (A. andP-
subjects were given one before training and the other after training.

The design was- similar to that used for TICS.

A multivariate analysis of variance was computed for each person

concept separately, with the 10 attribute scales as the dependent vari7.

ables. Theindepeudent.variables tn. this analysis. were aigain.Trainedi6

Untrained (pretest,' posttest) and Level of amprovemel. The purpose af

the.assimilator was to redtice stereotyping so that,'subsequent to assimi-

lator training, stereotyping should be reduced; stereotyping. should be

reduCed the most for.those with improved the most on the assimilator. The

:multivariate :and univariate analyses were again computed for threesepa-

rate,samples:' (a) the sample of officers, (b) the enlisted sample that'.

'Completed VOlUmes 1-2 of the assimilator, and (c)the enlisted sample .

.that completed Volumes 3-4.

For the. sample of officers, none of the multivariate F tests, look-

ing at the TrainedUntrained differences,. was significant for any.of.thp

1D person concepts except for black colonels (p< .01)'. Any Significant'''.

'.univariate F tests oh any of the attribute'scales for any personccincepts-; :J
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except black Colonels .can be attributed best, to chance. Sin e the multi-
varfate test for black,. colonels was. significant, the: 10 univ riate F tests
were examined to understand the nature of_the differences a rentiv due
to training.-After training, black colonels were rateda more likely to
be less,intelligent (p < .05), lakier (p <. .001, less active (p < .05), and
sand:legs hardworking (p.< .05). These.differences can be interpreted in
two ways:- a:shift toward the `region of uncertainty because mostAratings.
shifted toward the middle of the. Scales, or a shift toward rating blaCk
.Corlonelsless favorably after training. In-either case, results do not 6
provide good evidence of reduCed stereotyping as'a result, of assimilator
training.

For bath samples of EM, none Of.the preassimiTafor training/
postassimilator training multivariate F's was signifiCant. Again; these
results dd not provide evidence that the cultutal'assimilator.reduced
.stereotyping.. Consistent with the preceding results, Level of-Improve-

j Meni on,the assimilator did not influence the stereotyping ratings for
any {'of the three samples of subjects.

DISCUSSION

1

One of the most common approaches.for race-relations traitifiv-in,the-
Army has been the use of discussion groups, orRAPseminars. In RAP.sem-'

' inars, soldiers dightreceive a formal lecture.cov4ring some aspect: of.
black history or culture, or be,involved in a discussion related to .equal
opportunity, or see a film: "EaCh:bf these, approaches has somethihg to
recommend it.. However, tO generally unstructured method of operation, '.

. .

as Opposeeto aiicusing-on alternative: behavior patterns and providingre-
inforcement when those patterns are elicited, does lead to a certain in-
efficiency in the use of both the instructor's time and the trainee's
time. '

IS

1 .

.

The cultaral.asSiMilator offers.an efficient method of presenting
information about biAbk.culture,,pakticdarly role behavior,'in a way'
that notonly provides guidance on behavior but aISo reinforcement about
alternative types of behavior. It'cah be used outside the traditional
classroom; that is, trainees can proceed at _their-own pace in thei.r'prWq
quarters. Some.white"junior officers may wish to.learn more about black/
cultUre but find themselves Uncomfortable in RAP seminars:because of the
possibility of.Confrontation. 'The'cultural-assimilatOr,provides a way to
learn about black culture in the Army in the privacy of their own.offices,
topreparhembeaer to handle race -related problemS iti their own Units,
,withbut threat of confrontation. br feelings of uneasiness.

.
.

;Unfortunately, the evidence for the. effectiveness of this asimila-
tor was,not uniformly favorable. However, the field conditiOns for test-.
ing the effectiveness bf, the' assimilator, which...v./ere far from Optimal,
undoubtedly had a detrimental effect .on the.results. In terms of subject
recruitment, soIdiers.someimes were coerced into participating' at the
last minute. Random assignment of subjects, or at least a selection from .
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a broad range of units,-.generally,proyed largely unfeasible. On occasion,

schedulinq had to be at unfavorable times. The relative scarcity of black
.offiterV..mide it more likely that they had been previous Subject's for
anotherrace-relations project or that pressure for their participation
would be. greater.

Sometimes there was self-selection at the unit level so thata sub-

stitute subject was sent. These self-Selectoions might haVe contributed'

to such biases "as selecting some of themost "expendable" persons in'a.

given unit, or.selecting same of the most'interested or least prejudiced.

persons available. These kinds of self-selection biases were most like7.

ly among EM and white officers, and least' likely among black officers,

because'of the difficulty.in finding a black officer alternate.
"Al

_DepSite the request for 'longer or multiple sessions, the/researchers

had to operate within a single 4-hour;period per subject.:Thete are. seV-

etal ways: in which restriction to a 4-hour)block of time.affected the
field tests. -First, this restriction isnot the way an assimilator ac-'

\ tually should'be utilized. Optimally, an assimilator should be completed

over a series 'of sessions in private and at a subject's own pace. 'The,'

, 4-hour timeperidd, in which the ancillary measures .as well.as the assim-
ilator had to be completea, greated.time pressurea for many of thezUb-
jects., Thus, the subjects' reading had to be hurried rather than pro-

ceeding at a more natural and.relaxed pace. Carelessness and reduced .

'concentration were more likeiy-to occur. -Fatigue was muCh.more likely to

be a significant factor in a subject's-performance; :With .massed prac-

tice,iubject had little time tbconSOlidate the information presentedf.:

whereas assimilators were anticipated to be more effectiVe under distrib-

utedpractice conditions. -WittCaistribUted pracice,zsoldiers would have

a'chance toabsorb small amounts-bf'information in many sessions.

Second, the single, 4-hour time frame created unfavbrable conditions

as far as-the ancillary measures were concerned. Thus, thee measures
contributed to,.and were affected,by, the burden placed on the subjects,

e.g., fatigue. The lack of time to consolidate the informationmadeper-
formance.on the poitl-asSiMilator ancillary measures much less likely to be

favorable. The evaluation of the aSsimilators undoubtedly was affected
negatively by confounding-With'ancillary measures andthe general burden

of endurance placed on the subjects, i.e., the whole assessment probess,

and not just the assimilatori, affected the evaluation of the assimilators

'Two primary factors;, then, could have contributed to 'the poor perfor-!

mance-of soldiers on the TICS andISQ after assimilator training. One Lad.

tor'may have been fatigue. The poorer performance on the TICS after-

training may have. been,caused by having to complete so many assimilator,-

.itemsiand ancillary instruments in one.4-hour bloCk. Fatigue may work,

.
in theairedtion of unfavorable changes from the pretest, when they. were

fresh, to the posttest, when they were tired. 'Assimilator training still

could have an effect of improved performance buttbe overwhelmed by fatigue..

tnforE.unately, there was no control group to check this possibility.
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One test for checking the pospibility of fatigue' is the degree, of
,carelessness that might be reflected,by greater variance, in the poettest:
and pretest conditions. Mowever, 'a CoChran C.test for homogeneity of
variance"(Winerr,-1971-, pp. 207-208) indicated the pretest and posttlest..
variances were not significantly different. This, of course, is not A
conclusive test of the fatigue hypothesis 4iat Could have been provided
with a control group. ;

A second *portant factor that could have contributed"t6 the'poor.
performance of: stbjects on TICS and the SQ was the problem related to
massed practice, compared to distributed practice. Subjects may need time
toconsolidate the information conveyed bytassimilator training so that
massed practice with immediate testing of what has been }earned may not
be a fair test of what in.fact has been learned.. SubjeCtF(Inay not show
evidence of learning until a period of weeks has TesSbeantheli have
had a chance to absorb all the -material presented, eiminatinq
Cepts. The immediate effect of. the Assimilator may be confusioll'from
the competition of Competing.co Cepts, i.e., the concepts taught by4-the
assimilator and those held'by subject The implication.` of this

analysis is that subjects may more poorly immediately of assimi7
lator training, but they may actually improve.after.a. perio f several
weeks when they-have had a chance to consolidate new material.

. .

Some data is consistent with this hypothesis. Weldon dt al. (1974)
:tested- the assimilator developed by SlObc/din et al. (1972) in a labora-

,
tory setting using'six groups of white :university students, . This is the
aSSimilator that focused on black7white interactions in ai0.ndustrial
setting. No prdtest measures.weretaken. All subjectswere pOsttested
on a combination of three attitude measures and one behavioral measure:
Three of the groups received the attitude measures firstand thelbehav-
ioral,meastre second. The.reversed order was used for the remaining
thiee groups. For the behavioral measure, a black and a white student
interacted using a two - person mechanical. game. The bJ "ck student was a

confederate in the experiment and always, assumed. role of. subordinate

to the white subject. The white.StUdent was naive as to the purpose of.

the behavioral experiment.' After the short behavioral duteraction was
completed, the confederate rated the subject. The rating of the subject
by the confederate varied, depending on whether there was a time delay
between assimilator training and the behavioraltest.' When stbjeCts
went directly into,the behavioral setting from the assimilator with no
.time for consolidation, the confederate preferred the untrained subjects.
When,subjectswent frOm-the assimilator 'to the attitude measurement and

.
then, after .a period of time Or, consolidating assimilator material, into
the behavioral setting, the confederate preferred the trained subject.S.,'

What iS.learned in the assimilator may require time to be,consoli-
.
AlatedWittrexisting knowledge and behavior patterns. Interaction' before'

consolidation occurs may,cOnfuse the subjeCt because he has learned that-
his attributions are incorrect but haS not yet developed behaviOrs'appro-.
priate to. his new knoWledge. FaCed with an interaction, the trainee may:

e;
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vacillate; and this may be .perceived by g black: confederate as "wishy-
washy" behavi4: If it does take time to consolidate assimilator materi-
al, then the assimilator should be given over spaced intervals.. Discussion
of assimilaVor items in 'RAP seminars may help the consolidation'procRss..

'

. A third possible explanation for the posttest decrease on the TICS
has to do with the particular key used to-deterMine the weights for each
oPtion: The Weldon et al. (1974)'Key'gives the greatest weight to' joint
sample (black and white) agreement on'an alternative and next greatest
weight to the alternative 9hosen most frequently by the black,s4mple'.
It may Well be,the case that subjectg-begin to reject,the former class
of options (joint agreement) a6 a function as assimilator training,' seek-
ing instead thbse answers that blacks, btlit not whites, would accept. 0137

erating in.this'mode, the 'weighted scores. would decrease.

'

It is also possible that while the decrea se could be due .to a'shift
to options on which there is less''Shared.agAement; the responses finally
chosen. would be different for' blacks andl. that-isethe blacks
Ohooging'responses acceptable to blacks but not to whites; and theret
verse for whites. However, if this were the case, given .the slIght bias °
in the key for black agreement,. there would be a,racial difference. in

This;scores in faVor of the blacks. Thi was not the case.

.:What might be happening- -and inspection of the .data lendssomesup-
port. to this supposition - -is that,after training, whites are mbving from
a "joint" agreement alternative to 47bla9k" alternative; and blacks are
doing the.same: 'Another way of:vieWin4these shifts is thetboth blacks
and whitesinitially choose mbre,"sodialy acceptable" albernatives.
After traihing,'bOth'races move toward alternatives truer to a'black pev--
spective. .This wouldresult in an overall movement away fromjoint.agree-
ment responses.and a subsequent-drop in TrCSscores 4s keyed by Weldon
et al (1974). 0 "

Acce of the Weldon Key depends on the Aumption that applies
to amArmy.sample.' T Weldon Key was based on a contrast of. middle.-
class white students withhardcore dnemploYed blacks from ai St. Louis.
Sivettoe It is likely that some'information.conveyedin the` Army -based as-
.similator contradicts that'conVeyed-in the civilian-based.aasimilator.

.- .c

Army.Army..assimilator was'also'evalmated by asking subjercts'hcWthey
liked assimilator tfaining compaied to three other types oe'rade-relations
training. Overall, all the race-relatiOns techniques were positively'
rated by both blacks and whites in the' sense that the mean ratings for all
groups were on the-positiveside'of:Dthe scales.' midpoiniest The assimila-
tor training, however,/ was-rated less favOrably than RAP Seminars and
about as favorably a5" manuals on minority cultureatigueSagain.May have
been one reason the assimilator was not rated mbre:''falibrabIy. -

Overall, the' data from the .ancillary instruments, were not encour-
aging, The ancillary instruments included evaluative-infOrmation,about
the Army assimilator that was not part of the assimilator itself.) The
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ancillary instruments included the CEQ, TICS, and the SQ. In spiteof

.
the various reasons gierf.for unfayorable'results in these 'scales, the

faCt.remains that some data from each of these'instrumente were not favor-7,

able. It.i6 important to_ try to identify the teasons for these unfayor-
-

,able results.'

.In.this regard, it may-helpto.loOk at collepted data thatwere

ternal to the assimilator ,itself. The data-as.a whole were_ much more

'favorable. ; Results. Of the familiarity rating, fól. example, were clearer

and even more favo ble than onspreIiminary work on the Armyassimilator._

WithoUt exception, black soldiers found assimilator items'more.familiar

tO'them, based on eir experiences in the. ArMy, than did white soldiers.

This would be exPeCted becatse the assimilatOr ie!deeigned to teach about'

blaCk:cUlture in the Army. r. The data suggest that the scenarios presented.

in the assimilator represented commonly occurring black /white interracial

inteiactions in the Army:with.which black soldiers;. by 'virtue of their

minority status, were very familiar: The data suggest that the scenarios

were realistic and represented' black culture in the Army.,

4
There were differences rank on the'assimilator items for'black

soldiers, .with black.officersmore,familiar with the scenarios than,black

EMT There were no,ditierenbes by rank in the responses' of white soldiers.

13.ot , bite officers aid white EM were relatively unfamiliar with the sce-="

narios Again thispattern of responses would, be expected for scenarios

designe to teach jUntOr6Officers. about black culture. Many scenarios

included officers ai'ihe protagonists, and black. EM/should be less famil-

iar .with, these situations than black officers.

The familiarity data suggest that the' assimilator scenarios could be

used as the basis for discussion in RIP sessions, providing useful infor-

mation about comMonlyoccurring'sources of black -white MieundeFstandAg

in the' Army.
.

J

For an assimilator designed to. teach .-abotit black culture in the Army,

blacks should perforn(better than whitese: In general, performance' results

parallel those for familiarity, althOugh differencesbetweenblackrada

--white performance on the assimilators were not as clear -cut.. Without ex-,/

ception,the direction of differences pointed to'euperior black perfor-Z-

Mace: .Black officers and black EM performed better than whiteofficere'

an&white EM,irespectively. Some it'ms were identified that should be

reviewed for possible rekeying. Thiliwould seem to confirm the/Possible

utility of the assimilators in race-relations discussions. Since the

"correctness" of. some alternatives, can be'4uestione'd useful andAproduc-

tive debate might be Possible in a RAP session.

The other information about the assimilator internal to the assimila-

tor itself is evidence related to-learning over time. Systematic perfOr-

mance increases on:tbeassimilator through the first.40.items produced a

sharp upward curve. The obtained learning curves suggest that the obtained
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performance increases were not simply attributable to "test wiseness."
The curves were more.indioative of real learning occurring, at least over

the first 40 items.
.

-

':However, the learning curves for blacks and'whites raise another
-question; 'Both, black: and white soldiers *showed similar' improvement over

time. Black soldiers by. definition already.know about blaCk culture in
the)krmy; so if t*assimilator,iS really :teaching about blackcUlture'in

the ArmY,why should blacks be_learningnearly as'much'as.whites?. Blacks-
ideally,should have shown a high level of learning throughodt.and not
such a drastic improveMent. Shites were expected,to.learn,..butAllaCks -

were expected,toknowalready much of.this'information:' Thefscenarios
were very faMiliar:t6blacks as .mentioned previously.' Howeker,what

. blacks appear to be 'learning, as well as whites, is'the "eorrebt"npV'er,'.
which they..should already know if-the questions and.four alternative an7
swers were written adequately. The data suggest. blacks were learning.
something they didn't know4which suggests the questions or "correct

answers.were not written clearly from the point of view of black culture,.

ih 'the Army.
.V

If.the suggestiOn is factual, it could account for the less than fa--

morable-results found with the ancillary instruments. If.the questions ',

and "correct" answers provide' the basis for probl 4dentified with theT. .

assimilator, the scenarios still seem to provide' seful -and valid infor.'

Motion for discussion'in R4/00. seminar's..
.

.

The impactof the assimilator onlearhingamproved substantially0.mer ,

the predecessor instrument,. but this peaked.*t after about 40 items. Be-

cause this situation occurred under conditions'in which an:esSimilator was.

completed in one session, learning could improve and the Upwprd trend con-

tinue further under more optimal,self-paced conditions._

,The inverted U-form, of the learning curve obtained for_difficult

items needi additional comment. The downwaid direction of the curve for

the other. items could have been caused by fatigue. However, enlisted!'soL-

dieri,whotook only yolumes 3-4 and Were not as fatigued also showed this

downward movements., tends to discount this possibility.

Volumes 1-2 differed from Volumes3-4 in one major.asPect: Altiput

a few items. of the first two voltmes, by happenstance, involved situa-

tions in which the conflict was found 'on some'Army7related task. Cloie

to half the items of the last two volumes, ,by contrast, inmolvedjsitua-

tions,that dealt with nontask, non-Army interaction.' Apparently, then, .

subjects do better and learn hetter.on items where.conflict interferes

with some salient task. Why is this so?

0 ,

It is likely'that task and social interactions. differ-in .two'major

ways. FirSt, the level of ageement. in the population on the "correct".

.

attributes may be less,for the social item; that is, in perkorining a job-

related task, generally there is Considerable agreement on .a criterion

for-the completion of the task and on permissible behaviors'on the job.
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'Social. situations4nherently contain more variability. Guidelines for-
,,what must be' done.in,Soial Situ:itionS are weaker, particularly when they
pertain to interracial disagreement. Th'ut, the' Variation.in acceptable.
behaviori.s greater.

Our findings, are consistent with Minard's findings in the classic
coal7field studyl(Minard, 1952). Minard found that there was conSider-
ableinterracial'interaction among coal miners as long as they were on
the job. However, once they left the:mine, there was virtually no inter-.
action. In our case, it Way be that task items function well because
the "lesson': to be learneddoes not Conflict with attitudes vis a vis jab
performance% Carrying those lessons over to the nonjob.setting is con-.
trarytto'the norms of such settings. If this hypothesis iwtrue, it is

'"-.probable that more vigorous programs wifl be necessary to change nontask
r,

attributions.

A second plausible son for the disparity in performAnce is that
there maybe different levels of motivation to succeed on the two types
of items; that is, a subject may want good working .relationships with

.

members of another cultural group and see such relationships as necessary
kor his career.. HoWever;,social'interaction may be viewed as less es-
'4ential, and the desire to develop different'patterns of:behavior here
may be consiaeraply.milted,.

. .

, 4..

- 1
. .

. Imsummary, then, consensus may be more diffiCultto obtain on so-,
cially.,oriented items. Only.task-oriented,items perhaps. should be used
in Army. assimilators: The most pr*ssing needs are in the area of on-the-
job performance; in this area, task.items may serve best. In any case;
the last20' items in the current assimilator fail to show appropriate
learning curves and may not beuseful for.inclusion in a final version
of the'assimilator for thie.reason. - ,

. .e .

' Some.data were provided in this report 'on the optimum format for as-
;

similatdr-productiOn, either. a linearor branching format. The .linear

format,regUireS:Abjects -td xeSpond to all answers, whether:they are cor-
rect or not, while the branching format allows subjects to Move on nhce

\
they. have identified the correct answer. The branching format obviously,
reduces the time taken to complete an assimilator and reduces rbdundancy,
whereaS at the"same time it is.hmre compatible with Army training materials

_
. .

. In the past/(iandis et al., 1973; Malpass & 6alancik, 1972), the
.linear format has produced a.blightlli.higtier level of learning. tha the

branChifig format for difficult items. For the presentjassimilator, ra-,
tiohales. forvarious answers were made more comprehensive. Under. these

.conditions, the learning curves using the branching format were quite
steep,..suggesting the-subjects were' learning. quickly; the branching mode,
as well as being practical, prodacd efficient learning: . .

Z):
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CHAPTER 2

,,,T1 evaluation of a cultural assimilatOr was described 'in chapter 1.

The assimilator was designed to teach white junior officers about black

---oulture in the Army. The data from the eValuation'of this assimilator

raised Some questions about. its effectiveness. ; There was gOo4 evidence

that both the 'black and white officers'taking the assimilator were learn-
..

ing something,:.at least on'the difficult task-oriented items.,.. because of

,the learning curves,that were obtained using these items.' The questions

that arosefrom'ehis evaluation had to do with whether the subjects learned

something toillcrease their effectiveness in race relations:. ,The evidence

'related to the external validity' of the'aisimilator Was rather meager in

thelipreceding evaluation. Much of the evidence that was obtained pointed

:in the wrong directibn, i.e., the assimilator producing reduced effective-

ness in race relations. However, there were a"vafiety of.piausible, rival.

explanations, fok these negative findings, including ,fatigue, the necessity.

for time delays to allow subjects to consolidate materials, and inappro-
'priate'keying of test items.

The purpose of the next assimilator evaluation reported in this Chap-.

ter was again to addres the important-question of; whether assimilator

training teaches-something that increases junior officers' effectiveness

in race relations. This question was raised:again'in a setting in which

fatigue and:time for consolidation of assimilator information were not'isT

sues. However, whethertihe questions.and;Alternative responses are keyed

correctly for` the "right" answer is still of concern.and was tested here.

The 'question of whether junior officers learn Something that increases.

their effectiveness in race relations,is'one that,for purposes of external

Validity, can be addressed best in afield.setting. What we need to know

is whether the knowledge gained by juniorofficers'on ,the'aSsimilator has

a favorable effect on subordinates'of all races during the actual,

perforMance of.the'r jobs. in"the field.- Knowledge of black culture inthe

ArMS, should have a'particularly favorabie,impact on blaCk Subordinates.

Commanders then Would,be able.tO demonstratee.wareness of 'concerns of these

subordinates. .

'To get at the issue of. the subordinates' evaluations, assimilator per-

formance was measured for a sample of company commanders. The assimilator

performance then was correlated with black.and white enlisted soldiers',

evaluations of their commanders'in the area,of race relgtions. The study

attempted to answer thisquestion: Is kr;owledgeof the information con-

veyed in the assimilator, related to favorable evaluation bysubordinates

of the commanders' performances in race rela'tiOns? This sort of data is,

of course, .correlational in nature and cannot demonstrate directionof:

causation. However if asaiTilator information produces a favorabIelim-

pact upon the commanders' subordinates, a positive correlation should be

found between the commanders' performances'and the` favorableness of the

evaluation,of commandets by subotdinates (assuming aausation,is.not de-

layed). Lack of a positive correlation would imply that the:dommanders'
44
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information acquired from an assimilator does not have a favorable impaCt,
at. least immediately, on subordinates.

` .Because correlation does not prOve direction of causation, a.positive
coire73tiong as' indicated above, also coul4 mean thatcommanders''effeC-
tiveness in race relations.(as perceived by subordinates).. produceeen in-
create in knowledge about black culture. Direction of causation will be
addressed.in chapter 3. For the present, we merely wish to see whether
there .is a positive correlation. If none exists, assimilator training will .

probably.notincrease effectiveness in race relations, at.least as seen by
subordinates.

METHOD

The data reported here were collected as part of a larger prOject
that involved evaluating racial harmony training for company leaders.

-Greater detail about procedures_ is proVided in'Hart (1978). Fifty compa-
nies from two installations participated in this project. Companies were
used as the unit cA: analysis' for correlations reported here:

..`s
,

'Company commanders completed 15 items from the-cultural assimilator
developed by Kirkland and McGrew'.(1975). Details of the development of
this assimilator are reported in chapter 1. The itemS.were presentedin
test format in which the question about each scenario was followed by four
alternative responses, without indicating the correctness of an alterna-
tive. The 15 items selected were the most difficuitj.task- oriented items,

As reported, in chapter 1, subjects of all races learned 'fastest on.,
the difficult items, as well as the items classified as task-oriented,
i.e.,.scenarios dealing with racial misunderstanding on the job. Because
subjects learned the most qUickly on these-items, the most difficult task-'

oriented items were presented to commanders-to see if, their knowledge on-
these items (the ones that other leaders had learned from previously) was
related to faVorable perceptions by subordinates.

Survey respondents were subordinates of the 50 company commanders who
had taken the assimilator test._ The respondents were EM between the pat

.
.
Th_

grades of El to E4, who'ere ranaditay.<0elected from each company. Sampling

Jik

was stratified, company 'and"r6eySit approximately 6 white, 5 black,
and 3 Hispanic ,Puerto Rican and Mexican - 'American) soldiers from each'com-
pany were randomly selected to participate, producing an enlisted sample of
approxima \ely 700. respondents. : .

-.
.

Several make4 sessions'were providea_for soldiers who missed the
first survey, as well as a list. of randomly selected alternates for sol-
diers who had left the unit by the time of the survey. For these reasons,
virtually 100% of,the number of sdldiers reqUestedwas obtained. Only 17% ,

of the soldieks requested to attend from the unit failedto take the sur-
vey and'were replaced by randomly selected. alternates. Bias caused Sy-re-
placing soldiers with alternates was minimal because of the wide variety
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of reasons for not taking the survey, e.g., hospitalizatio6,; sicknesS,

AWOL, .jail,: school,. conflicting duties. )
,

Women were excluded from the sample because they-are excluded by-law.r'.. .

from. combat companies, which constituted,
.the' majority of thecompanies, .

here. The survey was'given in .January 1976.

Enlisted Survey respondents rated their commanders on the following

three variables: (a) the Rabial Policies Scales (b) on the question,
"Overall; how effective do you think your company commander has.been in

dealing with racial problems in your unit ?" and .(c).on the question,

"Ovetall, do you feel that xacial.problems exist in your unit?"-

./

.

The Racial Policies Scale consisted of the enlisted soldiers're-

sponses to the fcillowing five questions: .(a) "Doe's your.company'com-

mender alloW language in your company that some people find racially of-
.

fensive?";..(b) "Does your company commander emphasize to everyone in your

unit a policy of treating,each individutaa equally and fairly?"; (c) 'Does

your company commander encourage enlisted men and.officers.toparticipate:.
actiirely.inrace7relations seminars or councils?"; (d) "Does your company
commander fbel uncomfortable talking about racial issues and wait for

others to bring up the subjeCt before talking about racial issues?"; and
.

(e) "Does,your company commander-encourage everyone in the unit to dis-

cuss-complaints .As.,:on-7, and off-post discriAination with you?" Respon-

dents answered On an. 8-point scald defined by the end words "Very much"

versus "Not oat. ant" Answers were "coded sp-that a high score reflected

favorable rase- relations policies. In previous.research, this scale has

been found to, have an adequate reliability ranging between .74 and..94

(Laszlo, McNeil; Hart, & Thomas, 1978)..
.

V
-.

.

,

Eachaoldiet',s,responses to the racial policies questions.were aver-

aged to .form a,scale..-At-this'point the responses of the black, white,

and Hispanic enlisted-soldiers within each company were-average'd sepa-,

rately by racial group for each of the thre variables: (a) the .Racial.

POlicies Scale, (b) Commanders' .Effectivene with Racial Problems, and,

(c) Racial Problems inthe Unit. The company was the unit of,analysis

-:.6415r the computed correlations, For this.reason, the average response of \.
SQ

the-black, white, and Hispanic soldiers within each company was'obtained

for each of .the variables. In this way soldiers' estimates Of their
commanders' policies and effectiveness and the companies' racial ptobleMs

could be correlated separately' for each racial group with the commanders'

performances on the assimilator.

.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1Knowledge of black culture among company commanders, as defined by

assimilator performance, should have a favorable impact upon subordinates

if the assimilator teaches information that improves the commanders' per-.

formances in race relations. , Knowledge of black Culture shoUld have a

favorable Impact; particularly upon black subordinates; commanders would
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.

demonstrate'knowledge of the culture that is part of the lives of black
subordinates'. .However, the commanders' knowledge of black culture also

. -

°should be related to perceived effeaiveness.in race'relations among
whites and Hibanics as well; that is, 'if the groups.observe a greater har-
mony between-the commanders and blacks and,feel the commander is fair to
all groups.

The correlation, then; between thecommanders' performances on the
assimilator and the black subordinates.' evaluations bf the commanders',
effectiveness should be significant,and perhapslarger than the same
correlation for whites and Hispanics. Correlations obtained between the
coMmandersT-performances.orvthe assimilator and the evaluations of the
commanders' performances by each racial gro4 are presented in Table 6.

Table 6

Correlations of Commanders' AsSimilator Performances
with Subordinates'.Evaluations of Their Commanders

44?

Questionnaire items Black EM, White EM Hispanic EM

Racial Policies Scale

Commanders' effectiveness

.01 4k, .21 .48**

with racial problems .18 .31* .16

Racial problems in unit -.10 -.01 .01

Note..A positive correlation (Pearson'r) indicates the better the com-
mander,performed on the assimilator, (a)' the-more favorably the commanders
were seen on the Racial Policies Scale, (b) the more effective .they seemed
withracial problems, (c) the fewer racial problems existed in their tinie:
Correlations were based on N = 50 companies.

* < .05, two-tailed test
** p < '.01, two-tailed test

-9

Table 6 shows. no significant correlation between the commanders'
"knowledge of black culture\ps measured by the, assimilator: and enlisted
soldiers' estimates of the existence of racial problem's in the.unit. -.

There were,'however, significant poSitive correlations between the com-.
menders' assimilator performances and white and Hispanic enlisted soldiers'
estimates of the 86mmanaers' effectitreness with racial problems. The cor-
relations.were in. the expected direction, with a greater level of knowl-
edge demonstrated by commanders associated with greater effectiveness and
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more favorable tacial.policies. None of".the cortelationswas.significant,-
.hOwever,f6r.the black subordinates. This is'the target group, that :should

have shOWn the strongest positive correlations if thefassimilator_items

truly refleCt blaCk..culture in the Army..' .

.

.
It was noted,in chaptet 1 that black as well as whites learned on

the assimilator, whereas blacks already should haverTawn'the:"cotreft"

answers. The' assimilator scenarios were 'very, familiar to blacks, bUt the

correct. 4iiswers were not always familiar: The data shown here suggest

that assimilator performance.Was
related to perceived effectvenessamong

white aridilispani& but not
Idack,subordinates. .In other Words, it.lOoks

as if the 'questions and corresponding "correct" answers may not alwayd be

reflecting black culture in the Army. The assimilator-responseSmay some.

times be refledting a'White conception of what the black cUltfire in the ./
0

Army is.

To investigate this possibility in greater detail, the.commanders'

responses to each alternative for a giVen Item were correlated with the

black, White, and Hispanic soldiers' evalUations of their leaders. The

commanders' responses'to thy first alternative for. the first item was

dichOtomously coded "1"'or "0," depending on whether a commandei had se-

lected that alternative.: The, same was done for the other three alternal-

tiVes for item 1, and fot each of the other items. The dichotomously

ceded variables were then correlated with the enlisted, soldiers' eyalua-

tions Of their leaders.

OfccOurse, Careful attention was'paid to the distribution of the

commanders.' responses to the various alternatives, as well as the corre-

lations because thei,distribution of the dichotomouSly coded variables

obviously would aAect the size'of the correlations
obtained.. In some

cases the correlations could not, be computed because no
commandex's se -.

lebted some alternatives.

The obtained correlations did provide one criterion fot deterirdning

whether the response alternatives labeled as "correct" were related posi-,

tively to the black subordinates' perceptions Of, the .commanders: effective-

ness, in race relations. Also, the criterion determined. whether another

response alternative-would have been a better'choicefrom the point of

view of the black subordinates' evaluations of theleadere. The Corre-

lations ,ptovided insight into whether the same response alternative was

related to favorable evaluatiods for all racial groups, or whetherone

alternativewas related to favorable perceptions by whites only, or the
I

reverse.

Using these criteria, it becameapparent that several of the "cor-

rect" answers for the 1S items used were not actually correct from the

point of view of the" black :subordinates' perceptions of their leaders and

should be recocied. On several items th'6 correct answer differed for

blacks and whites. For other items, it'was'difficult to identify which

alternative should be correct, using the criteria of the subordinates'

evaluations.



In summary, this,AnalSmis cast some'doubt on a number of the response
Alternatives and the degree.to which a current alternative: for these items
cOuld'be;ConAidered correc The "correct" answer, for some items did, in
feats seem to reflect,the wite subordinates' perdeptions of good race
relat'ions'more than the corresponding perceptions for blacks. ,

S
The fabt that Assimilator performance, was related to fAvorableper"

.ceptions by whites AndHispanics, butnot for blacks, may be important
in a practical sense, even though it was.nOt entirely what was expected.
There is some evidence.in recent Army surveys. (Hiett & Nordlie, 1978) of
a-grow&ng "backlash" among whites who are concerned with reverse discrim-
ination. .Foi this reason,,knowledge on an assimilator that-is-related
to-positive perceptions among whites and HispanicetA.Mportant for
practical.reAsdns.
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CHAPTER. 3

Athird evaluation was conducted of the cultural/assimilator devel-
oped for teaching white junior officers about blackculture in the.Army.

..One purpose of this third evaluation was to address the question of cau7,
sation that was brought up in, chapter 2 but not answered.

In chapter 2, company commanders' - performances on the cultural as-
similator were correlated with the. ratings of subordinates about the com-..0
manders'effectiveness in race relations. High assimilator performance.

_ .

.1.-1as:related to favorable ratings of performance in race relations by,white

and Hispanic-subordinates. A positive correlation does not demonstrate.
that7knowledge of .black culture as measured by assimilator items caused
these more faVorable evaluations by subordinates. It may be that a gen",
eraly favorable climate between superiors and subordinates produced in-

... creased knowledge. Or,-the poSitive correlatiOn may have resulted from
aneXtraneoue third variable that caused bothof the variables in question
to be correlated together A more.rigorous. experimental design was estab- '

lished in this third'evaluaton'to provide a better answer to the question
that was rais6d in:chaptesP2/aboUt causation.

A second-important. !issue.that was studied in this third evaluation
was how the assimilator could be used as a race-relations training tech-
nique in conjunction with the other training techniques. How might it be

implemented.effectively? Should the Army assimilator be Used °4s a- stand -.

'alone technique by juriior officers in the privacy of their quarters,'8'±

Should assimilator Scenarta be used:as training aids in. race- relations
discussions? En4sh doubts have been raised in previous research about.
the, appropriateness of the dsignated "correct" answers so that the ute
bf the assimilato±'as a stand-alone technique does not seem warranted,
-unless discussion and.even debate about possible alternative answers are
provided.

For.this:reason, it seemed that one useft4 way to implement the as- n

similator in-the field'as a race-relations technique was in a 1 -day seminar
in which both assimilator training and group discussion about assimilator
-scenarios would be used. Discussion about theappropriateness of various;
alternative answers would be provided and encouraged in this setting..

r

Another place where it might be natural to implement assithilator
training is in the Army Reserves.. In the reserves, it is more difficult'
for soldiers to meet together, so a technique that allows soldiers to
study by themselves to some extent malVbe useful;

For these reasons, ,an experiment was designed to test, -the effective-
.ness of the Army assimilator in the.Army Reserves, using .a1-day.seminar
in which paxticipants,had°the opportunity both to go over assimilator' .

items and to discuss them with their peers and trained race-relations
instructors.. The experiment was conducted among a population of reserve

command persOhnel. The design of this field experiment was rigOrous.in,
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the sense that participants were randomly assigned to antappropriate ex-

perimental and control group. A design' of this- type allows is to answer

the question about causation raised previously: Does assimilator train-

-ing produde a favorable Impact upon subordinates?

J.

':.Experimental Design

METHOD

`Theexperiment was conduCied among a popplation.of%reserVe command

personnel. Command personnel were defined agsenior NCOs (E7-E9)-'and

officers (010,4). One. major unit from the 6th 'Army yeserVe command par-,

ticipatedin the assimilator 'evaluation experiment. Eighty command per-

sOnnel (E7-E9). were randomly selected from the rosters of this 6th:ArMY

ReServe Unit to participate in ,the experiment. Of,these leaders,: 40' were'

randomly assigned to an expeilmental.gioup.and 40 to a control. grOup.

Leaders assigned to the experimental_ group werediredted through the

chain. of command to participate in a 1-dayraee-relations seminar inthe

spring. of 1977. Pelticipants assigned to the experimentargroup received ,

training in a sing1 1-day seminar that involved assimilator training and

group disCussions. of assimilator scenarios, whereas participants assigned

to the control group received:no training.

ti

Approximately 2 months after the training:occurred,'threefseparate

groups of respondents completed a. survey instrument!' designed to evaluate

the effectiveness'of the training. Two months included two reserve meet-

ings subsequent to the time of assimilator training, which seemed an ap-

propriate time for measuring any:.changes In race-related behaviors. The

80 participants in both the experimental and control groups received a-,

survey in which they evaluatedtheirown behaviors, primarily in terms of

how they had responded to race relations/equail opportunity situations in

theiar own units since the-time,cf the traininesession. The second.. group

thatieceived a survey were immediate subordinates ofpartidipating lead-

ers assigned to the experimental and "control group. The three immediate

subordinates of each participating leader completed a'surVey:designed to

evaluate the race relations /equal opportunity perfOicrancerf the particir

1pating,leader during the time period since training had occurred.,HThe

immediate "supervisors of the participating 'leadera also receii/ed'a survey

to evaluate the participating leaders. .The participants themselves, the

three immediate subordinates, and the immediate supervisor of each Par-

/ ticipant then_ completed a survey'.
140,

Thee surveys for the three groups were identieal with one.exceptions.

The qbestions were.ph,_ased,so that participating leaders evaluated them--.

selves in their responses to the 48 survey questions, whereas subordinates

andsupervisors.rated the participating leaders; The questions asked of

the subordinates and supervisors are show/1,in the appendix.
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Ratings were made.on 5- point scales and, in most cases,estimated

how frequently a given sort of 'behavior occurred, froM "vex frequently"

to"neVer." .Although subordinates and-supervisors who completed these

questionnaires' were not-told whether the leader they were rating had re7-

deived training, possibly some people were aware of whether this person

shad received' training.
)

. " .

This survey. procedure 'evaluated the relevant. equal opportunity/

race reiations'behavior of the participating leaders from three differ -

ent points of .view:: the lea....cs themselves, their_ subordinates, and

their supervisors. A primary purpose'of the evaluation experiment was

to See whether the assimilator training of command 'personnel Would have

a favorai4e impact on. the people with whom they worked. For this reason,
I .

the impressions of subordinates and. the supervisor were important. It

was not "possible to' separate the evaluations of subordinates by race or

to examine,the impressions of black subordinates of their leaders com-

pared to white subordinates because there were few blacks in many.of the

reserve,units,, and some participating leaders had no -immediate black sub-

'ordinates.- There are certain biases involved in self-ratings tbat need

to be balanced by the point of view of the soldiers who worked most

.closely with the participating leaders during the reserve training week-

ends. The.immediate subordinates and the supervisor,:Of these partici--

pating Ieaders-wOrked mostclosely with the participating leaders during

the reserve training times subsequent to theeassi ator. seminar and

should be in the bestposition to 'observe relevan behaviors of the par-

ticipating leaders.
/

. .

The basic comparison that was made in.this.experimental deeign was

the comparison between those,randomly assigned to the experimental

(trained) group:and those assigned to the,controlgroup. The Partici-

pating leader,'served as the unit of analysis so that subordinates and

superyisorsViereTassigned to the experimental or control group corre-

sponding to the expetimental-control _designation of the participating

leaderleader with.whom they were associated. If the' sort Of assimilator

ing. provided in the 1-day seminar was.effective, participating:leaders.,

aseignedto.the ex0erimental group should be evaluated more faVorably

irl.race relations by themselves, by subordinates,'and by superiOrs than

participatihg leaders assigned .to the control group.

,

-

. .

,

Assimilator Seminars
t,

-.. ,

The assiMilator seminar was directed by a multiracial team of re-

serve officers who.fiad-received training in race relations at Defense

Rave;Relations Ins itute. .
With one exception,' command personnel receiv-

ing training were white,/ After appropviate introduction at the seminar,
il

:,bommand !personnel responded to the first 20 assimilator scenarios in the

standatd programed, learning format. The group then divided into smaller...

:groups,. led by.e.traihed discussion leader, for thepurpose,of discussing.

the scenarios and the race-related issues raised by the assimilator sce-

1 narios. Participants later completed the next 20 assimilator items, after
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whichthey:again broke -up into groups
raised by the assimilator. Group dis
trained:leaders.. The last 20 aseimila
of the assimilator (Kirkland & McGrew,
vious'research:hadlidentified problems

to.discuss the race-related issues
cussion was again facilitatedby
for items in the original-version
1975) wdr,e nottused beca&se pre7:.

,

with the learAing curves. with

these items.
.

command personnel alsO were presen ed4i-WbZocks of instruction.

.on (a) personal prejudice and 'institutional discrimination; (b) an over7.

view of the history and contributions of/Se4eral minorities in theUnited

.States, in this case including Native A7ericans and Jewish "pultuee; and

Col a discUssion:of "who shall survive,/" bdeed,on a hypothetical. situa-.

:,tion where some, but not all, partipipants must be eelected to die:

.These.blocks of instruction were sped between'assimilatortraining and.,

discussion. . .
-

The assimilator training seminar generally was we/a received by the-'

participating leaddrs. The assimilator scenarios provided a'means for,

controlling the hostility that/sometimes can be generated in.race-reir

tions discussions with command personnel. Any anger that arose was'large-

ly-directed toward the scenarios, or particularly the correctness of thd

designed.correct answers, rather than at fellbw parx ticipants or .discus7

siOn leaders.

The= scenarios thems'elve's usually led participants to
/

1

discuss simi-.

lat or related race - relations situations they 40 been involved in or had

ibecomeaware of own Army careers. The scenarios led to the dip-
/ .

.
.

_

dis-
cussion of personal,expe4iences Or concerns important to participants.

'Based on the observation of the strainers, theaseimllator was a helpful
/

tool4for presenting-race-relate Material in a seminar of this nature:
,

- . . /
.

: .0 .

./
/

Samples Actually Obtained
'

Unfortunately,.there-was a serious attrition.problem in the samples

actually obtained compared ,to'those requested. .Only 22 of tlie 40 command
i

personnel assigned to the experimental .group (55$) actually attended the
assimilator-train'ng seminar._ Despite this attrition in the trained ex-

perimental,group,' an attempt was made.to survey al 0 of the original

command.,partiCipants as.iyell as their supervisors and subordinates, :gas

called/fdr by the,priginalexperimental design.' Thr e subordinates for

every pleader 'participant were requested for a to al sample of 240 fsubordi-

natee'. Only ,38 of those requested (16%) actual ,completed the'survey,

Of the supervisors, 80 were requested and only, 3 were obtained(29%). Of
thd60 participating command perSonnel, only 32 completed the survey (40%).

,Statistical Analyses

The high attrition ratein the data obtained created serious problems,

for interpreting results, given an experimental design., ,Problems arose
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bfcause_the experimental and control groups were equated no longer as they .

had' been originally through the process of rand6mization. .Inother wOrdS,

z...:the experimental and control groups were.no longerequal except for. the

..training that occurred.. variety of other selection, faCtors may distin-

guish tfie experimental from the control group. SelfselectiOn factors

iv att*Idance at,the assimilator'seminarand s'f-selection in taking the

survey' could provide plausible rival'eXplan a ions for any differenceS'

found between the experimental and control group. If trained participantSil

in, the ekperimental group.Kere rated:more favorably by. themselves.and

their associates than those in the Control groUp; this' could be due to

differencesthat already existed'.between the groups.. In other words, sol-

q-..diers maY-:have attended training who were already favorable toward race'
relatiahS,and the'faVorable ratings of this group may reflect ncthing

more than this.
.

-..

.

. .

.

Tb help control for selection biases that mayhave'occurred in semi-

nar attendance, two coMparisons were made; one between those who were'.
..

trained versus 'hose Ao were not; and a second pere conservative compar

isOn between tAose originally assigned to the.experimental,group, regard:-

less of whether they actually attended. the training session; andthose.

originally assigned to the control group. Both types of cns were ,-,

made .using self-ratings'and ratings of supery,isors'and:.subOrdinates. The

trained versus untrained comparison gives us.anideaok whether training .

produced an improvement. However; even'if this test does show signifi-

. .

cant. Alfforences, it04ctill subject to the sort of SeleCtionbiases in=

dicate above; interpretation maybe ambiguous tci0S:reasoh.- -.

.

,In. order to halp.rule out selectionApiases,:tfieexparimental verstis',
N -

control comparison was made. Thetest is opnservatiVein4that untrained :,);

persons originally assigned to the trained group 'are' included as if they
,.

were trained persons, making significance more.di.f.41Cult:to obtaih but
).., ,.

also ruling out the particular selection biasasSOciatedwith the par -

ticipating leaders who chose 't- attend training If this testeis signif- .

ican4t, improvement more likely can be attributed .to training; although

these May. still be selection biases among those who chose to'take-the

survey.

The low, survey participation rate*Created other problems. It is hn-

clear what sort of selection biases may have been produced by the lad par-

ticipation rate between the.experiMental and control groups. However,:

participation was so low that it was.likely not to have been much differ-

.entthan a random sample_of those who were requested to participate

.both the experimental andcontrol,groups, inwhich CaSe.selection biases

wceld have been minimal.

The low survey,participation rate, however, did prOduce a different

'sort of prAlem with the data analyses. Technically, `the participating

'leaders provided the unit analySis so.that wheri more'than one subordinate

rated a given leader, the respodbes should have been averaged. Also,'it

would have been .good to separate the data analysis for supervisorSfrom

that for subordinates. 'UnforihnatelY, the .preceding approach would have
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reduced the degrees of freedom for, making the desired statistical tests,
9

below that needed ondesired. For this reason,. individual.respondents
were'itsed rather than av ragesi and-ratings of'stibordinates andsuper-
visors were combined in s me analyses in order to increase degrees of
freedom'. Admittedly, thi approach is not ideal, but the, data attrition
was scc,severe is,to render results from any data analysis'as suggestive

rather than conclusive. - _7

One -way multivariate analySes of variance on the 48' dependent vari7.

ablem were computed using the combined sample of supervisors and subordi7

nates4,-Both the trained-untrained and the experimental-control compari-

sons were:made. The analysis was folloWed by .computing t tests. for each

of the 48, items, for both trained- untrained and experimental7control

Comparisons. .

I . 6

.

.. 6 $

. ., . .

Significant differendes on indiv-idual items should be. examined only

when these differences are preceded by a signifi7ant-multiyariate test.

Because such a largejtumber of individual compaZisons:were made.'ith t

tests, some would be expected to be signifidanton,tirte basis Of...chance w

alone. A significant multivariate test indicatesthat real differences

not due to chance are among the.individual comParisons.
.

1

. 4 CO

For descriptive purpoSeSp t tests were also comptited on all depews-
0

dent variables separately for the three samples: JE leader participants,

(btlsubordinates, and (c) supervisors. It was recognized that. this pro- I?

cedure -would produce Some significant t tests that were in fact due to °*-

chance beCause of the large number of tests that were,.made. Fgr this '-,

eason the number of significant t tests were compared to the approximate.

number, that would be expected to be significant on the basis of chance

alone, assuming the tests were'indepen".. .

. . GO
.

:

P ..

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1

U

Based on the combined sample Of superVj.sors and subordinates, the

multivariate F'test was not significant for either the trained versus

untrained comparison (F = 1.28, n.s.) or the experimental-dontrol compai-

ison (F = .92, n.s.). Examining the individual t tests for this combined

.sample, there were three significant differenCeOp <.05, two-tailed) in

. the expected direction with the experimental versus controI.CoMoarison

and two-significan difference6 in-:the expected 'direction-with the.trained

Yersus.untrained comp ison. Approximately-tWo ox-three co arisons would

be expected to have oc Urred.by charfce floine so that these: _sults appear

to be due tb chance, just as was indicated by the multivariate test.

The self-ratings, of the participating leaders were analyzed with t

tests'as indicated previously. There were three significant differences

(t) < .05, two-tailed) out of 48 tests in -the trained versus untrained.

comparison.. Two of the differences were in the expected direCtion and

one was in the opposite direction. With the expfteimental-control com--

parison, four significant differences were found;, but three of these

b
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.differences were in the "wrong " .direction. These results, again, look;!

verymuchlike chanCe effects because two or three differen66 might be

expeCted' by chance in either direction.

baged on
-

the smpleof subordinates alone, t tests were computed for
.

all'dependent variables.. There was one significant difference in the ex-
pected direction: with the-experimental Versus control comparison; and one

significant difference in the opposite direction'in the trained versus

untrained comparlaon. These effects were again apparently due to chance.
With the sample-of supervisors alone, there were nosignificant t tests
with.theexperimental versus control comparison, but there were five sig-

nificant differences in the expected direction.for the trained versus

untrained comparison.

If these latter effects were not due to chance, they could.bave.

been due to selection effects, because the experimental versus control

comparison was not significant.
had

could have been produced bythe
supervisors' knowledge of who had been trained.' Supervisors may have had

favorable expectations of thossowho had been trained, or perhaps there.'
was a.. self-selection factor So that .the trained leaders were. those 'who.

were already the most fayorable i,n the first place.

, .

In summary the results do not provide evidence that'the assimilator
training tiad a ',favorable impact on either the participants themselves or

their supervisors or subordinates. The differences'that were found can.

best be interpreted as being due to chance. These results are sugges--

tive rather than conclusive because of the small amount of data actually

collected and the consequent interpretive problems. :

-
Chapter 2 provided some evidencethat knowledgd of black cUltureas

measured -by. the assimilator was related to favorable race-relations per!-.

formance as viewed by subordinates: Unfortunately, the results of this

last experiment did not Clear'up the question that was raised in-chapter

2 about the direction.ofcausation. The positive correlatiOns found in

.chapter 2 might have been because ,,of a favorable rade-refations climate

producing increased: knowledge of black culture, rather, than the,reverie.

Because' the results reported in chapter 3 Vere'not significant, we cannot

rule out this possibility.

The test of the effectiveness of the assimilator in'this experiment

was rather stringent, requiring that a 1-day,seminar have favorable impact

on both supervisord and subordinates, as well as participants themselves,

over a 2-month.time span: The assimilator might have been able to' pass a

less stringent test. In this regard, the 'assimilator still may be useful

as a training-aid for race-relations seminars; keeping in mind that it

will not,likely have a strong impact and may-have:no impact at all. 10.1es-

tions raised in previous chapters about the correCtfiess-of alternative.

answers also should be kept in mind if the assimilator is used as a train-

ing aid injace-relations discussions.
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APPENDIX
: .

ASSIMILATOR SURVEY QUESTIONS

I

1. Has this person encouraged blacks and whites-to-work-and attend unit

social functions together?

2: Have the actions of this persona motivated blacks to feel proud of

.their unit?

3. Has. this petson treated blacks and whites the same or differently

in the area of haircuts and personal appearance?

4. Is this perSon willing to help both the black.and white enlisted

personnel width their personal"probleps?

5., Had this persOn tried to insure that blacks are given.a fair share

of the available. training opportunities?
,

Has this person talked about the need to recruit blac s/minorities

in -the reserVes?',.,-4

; Has . -this person shown concern for recruiting women and minorities

,into the reserves?
, 1

8. Do both the black and white enlisted personnel respect this person?

.

Has this person recommended blacks and white enlisted perjonnel for

:promotion-on an equal basis?41.tit)

10. Has this person given blacks an opportunity to attend leadership

academies?

11. Has this person given. blacks aSsipments that are less important

,than those. given to whites?'.

12. Has this person been effective in resolving cor?flicts when conflict:

situations arise? ,

A

13e pOes this person praise the woof the black and white enlisted,

personnel?

14. Does-this person encourage blacks to-attend unit soCial.functions?

15. Suppose you were-.promoted (or transferred) into this person's job

replacing him/her.. Would you do his/her job bettern than he/she is

doing it now?
.

.

16. . Has this person, used race as a basis for making,assignments?
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,

'17. Has this person spent any time socializing with black enlisted
personnel?

18. Does this perSon work well with blacks?

19. Have you observed favorable changes in the manner that this person a.

talks.to blackpin the unit?

20. Does-this person work hard to insure. the timely promotion of all
enlisted personnel? 1

" -

21. Has this person encouraged bothblack and white enlisted personnel to
take correspondence courses or otherwise continue their education?

22, :Has this person allowed racial discrimination to exi6t in your
company?

- -
, . .

23. .Has this person made favorable comments about the quality of race-
relatiOns training in the reserves?

24. Has this 'person spent any time socializing with white enlisted

personnel? .

25. Does this person work well with women?,

.

26. Have yOu observed favorable changes in the manner that this person'
talks to women in the unit?

.1,

O

27. Has this person denied a black soldier his promotion for reasons
that were unclear?

28. Has this person encouraged blacks to attend OCS or acquire a ,
secondary MOS?

29.. Suppose you were promoted (or'tranSferred) into this person's job
replacing him/her. 'Would you do a bettex' jobat race relations than

he/she is doing now?

30.. Has this. person made unfavorable comments about. the quality of race-.
relations training. in the reserves?

31. Has this person made the requirements for promotion known to all'

enlisted personnel?
'

32. Has this person given blacks recognition for achievement in the areas

of training and leadership development?

'33. Have.blacks been involved at NCO call?

34. Has this person tried to insure that women are given .a fair share of .

the available training opportunities?
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r.

35. Has this person encouraged. friendships betweeif black and white

enlisted personnel in your unit?

36. HaS this person expresSed to someone a desire to-improve race

.relations in the unit?

37. Does this person appear to
'tt, be as socially courteous with,blacks as

with whites?
.

38: Does 'this perSOn like soldierg in your reserVe,Unitjto have both

black and white buddies?

39. How effectiVe do YoU feel this person wouldbe in leading.race-

relations seminars /classes?_

40. Has this'person tried to get better acquainted with enlisted per-

sonnel who belong to racial and ethnic groups that are different

than the one to which he/she belongs?

41. Will this person' correct subordinates for using rude language when

referring to blacks in. the unit?

42. Will thisiperson correct subordinates for using rude language when

referring to women in the. unit?

43. Will this personjioe effective in reducingany conflicts that may

.arise- between blacks and whites in yourAnitr

44. .Are you aware of this person referring to blacks in negative terms

when no blacks are present?

45. Has this person been able to work hamoniously with persons who are

racially or ethnically different than himself"?'

46. Are you aware of this person referring to-women in negative' terms

when no women are present?

47../Has thisperson been involved in;conflicts with persons who are

' racially/ethnically different than himself?

48. Has this personobeen effective in resolving conflicts with persons

who are racially /ethnically different than himself?
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